LIBRARY PLANS

UT.452/  
1,2 Central Library    Feb. 1958  
    Original sketch plans by John F. D. Scarborough, 1st & 2nd floors.

3,4 Clinical Library, Revision  23 May 1967  
    Enclosed: small plan of lay out of stacks & desks

5 University Huts    q 1967-8

6-9 Law    q 1970  
    6 Initial sketch plans  Sept 1970  
    7 - 9 Final plan & furniture lay out.

10-14 Biomedical Library - initial plans  1970

15-21 Biomedical Library - details of construction  1972

22-23 Mount Nelson Art/Music Library  1981-83

24 Library Layout  1970  
    Reduced copies of 1968 extension plans - showing location of sections & collections  
    (5 floor plans in envelope)